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ABSTRACT: A junction space representation is wed to examine the problem of reducing 
system sensitivity by means of feedback. It is shown that this question leads naturally to the 
problem of minimizing an abstract sensitivity index. In the course of the study earlier results 
of CTUZ (3) and games (15) j OT stationary differential systems are extended to cover large 
classes of nonstationary discrete, distributive and composite systems. 

I. Introduction 

The study of system sensitivity as initiated by Bode (1) and carried forward 
by numerous others [see for instance (2, 3, 4, 5)] is concerned with: (1) The 
definition of a measure of the change for some system characteristic (arising from 
a class of disturbances) ; and (2) The development of design procedures to 
minimize, with respect to this measure, fluctuations in the system characteristic. 
In an earlier paper (6) it is shown that a function space representation of linear 
systems could be used to advantage in the formulation of system sensitivity 
measures. An important feature of such an approach is that free and forced 
response sensitivity problems of discrete, continuous and composite systems 
can be treated within a common framework. 

In the present paper the function space representation is used once more to 
examine design questions related to the reduction of system sensitivity. The 
analysis deals with linear systems subjected to input and output disturbances 
and (not necessarily linear) plant variations with emphasis on the question: 
What are some of the fundamental limitations of the reduction of sensitivity by use 
of feedback? To investigate this question efficiently, standard notation and 
terminology from the domain of functional analysis must be used. (Refs. (7-9) 
are introductory texts which contain all the necessary definitions.) The develop- 
ment of the paper, however, is guided by engineering reasoning as well as mathe- 
matical considerations. 

II. System Equations 

One of the classical areas of system analysis is the study of the use of feed- 
back to reduce system sensitivity to component variations and other disturb- 
ances. The present analysis deals with the simple closed loop system of Fig. 1. 
In this figure the following transformations are evident: F :Bl+ B, represents 
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the internal response of a fixed plant, G:Bl ---) B1 and L: Ba + B1 are compensa- 
tion transformations while K: B) ---) Bz and J: Bz + Ba are output constraints. 
The symbols B1, Bz and Ba denote Banach spaces. The system variables are as 
follows: ZL and x denote the system input and useful output respectively, e4 
denotes the observable output, ea denotes the internal (state function space) 
response, e2 represents the plant input, while the elements .$ and q denote system 
disturbances. 

FIG. 1. Simple feedback system. FIG. 2. Simple open loop system. 

The defining equations for the system are evidently 

es = q + FGel 
el = u + [ - LJe3. 

Letting M = LJ these equations imply the set 

e3 = q + FGCu -I- E - Med 
el = u + E - MCq + FGeJ (1) 

which implicitly determine the response variables ( e3, el ] in terms of the forcing 
functions (u, E, q 1. For linear transformations such that I + MFG and I + 
FGM are invertable, Eqs. 1 simplify to the familiar forms 

e3 = (I + FGW-V’G(u + t) + 71 
el = (I + MFG)-‘[u + ( - Mq]. (2) 

In comparing the sensitivities of open and closed loop systems it is necessary 
to establish a terminal equivalence between the two system types. In Fig. 2 an 
open loop system which is comparable to the closed loop system of Fig. 1 is 
depicted. Since 5 and q are disturbance elements, the systems of Figs. 1 and 2 
are called nominally equivalent if the (& q = 0) terminal mapping u -+ x is the 
same in both cases. From Eq. 2 and Fig. 2 it follows that the two linear systems 
are nominally equivalent whenever (I + FGM)-‘FG = FQ which, assuming 
that I - MFQ is invertible, is satisfied whenever 

G = &(‘I - MFQ)-‘. (3) 

In Eq. 3, F and Q are fixed transformations. This equality then relates G 
explicitly to the transformation M which remains as the independent compensa- 
tion transformation of the closed loop system. In addition to Eq. 3, several 
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other equalities summarized by the following lemma are useful in the following 
discussion. 

Lemma 1. Suppose that all transformations are linear. Then, when the 
indicated inverses exist, the equality 

(i) G = Q (I - MB’&)-’ implies the identities 
(ii) (I + FGM)-’ = I - FQM (iv) (I - FGM)-IFG = FQ 

(iii) (I + MFG) -1 = I - MFQ 
(v) [I - M(I + FGM)]-‘FG = I - MFQ. 

Proof: Identity (v) follows immediately from (iv) which follows from (i) 
To prove (ii) and (iii) it is necessary only to clear fractions. For example, if 
(i) holds then 

(I + MFG) (I - MFQ) = (I - MFQ) + MF[G(I - MFQ)] 
= (I - MFQ) + MF[Q] = I. 

It is emphasized that Lemma 1 assumes the invertibility of the operators 
in question. It is not difficult to formulate sufficient conditions which imply this 
assumption. For example, one rather severe condition [see (lo), p. 1641 states 
that if A:B--tB and 11 A 11 < 1 then (I - A)-’ exists and is bounded on B. 
For stationary systems on the interval ( - a, co ) this condition can be inter- 
preted as requiring the system frequency response plot to lie inside the circle of 
unit radius about the origin. A second sufficient condition is given in Appendix A. 

III. Perturbation Equations 

We now return to the investigation of the effects of feedback on system 
sensitivity. Consider the systems of Figs. 1 and 2 with all transformations being 
linear and the five identities in Lemma 1 holding. The case .$ = 0, 77 = 0 is 
taken as the nominal for both systems. We consider two types of perturbations 
from this nominal: First, the disturbance elements {E, 7) which are already 
included; Second, a bounded additive variation 6F in the transformation F which 
is not necessarily linear. It is clear from Fig. 2 that z2 = Qu, 83 = F&u and 
3 = KFQu are the respective open loop system nominal responses for the input 
u. The deviat’ions 6e3 and 6x from nominal are also immediate, being given by 

h=FQt+rl+6FQ(u+t) (4) 

6x = K6e3. (5) 

Turning now to the closed loop system of Fig. 1 and specifically to Eq. set 1 
we have the perturbation relationships 

23 + 6e3 = q + (F + GF)G[u + t - MC& + se,)] 
G + 6el = u + t: - MCq + (F + W G(ZI + 6ed 1 

where 83, 81 satisfy Eq. set 1 (with 5 = 0,~ = 0). Using the form of g3 and & 
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it follows easily that 

(I + FGM)6ea = rl -I- FGt + GFGLu -I- t 
(I + MFG)6el = t - MT - M6FG(& + 

which further simplify to the forms 

(I + FGM) 6e8 = q + FGF + GF[Qu + Gf - GMGe8] 

(I + MFG)6el = .$ - Mq - MGF[Qu + G6el] 

which implicitly1 define 6e3 and 6eI. 

(6) 

(7) 

Several results of current interest may be obtained from Eqs. 6 and 7. The 
most interesting of these deal with design procedures for minimizing the effects 
of the system disturbances. Since the nominal closed loop transfer function is 
constrained at the fixed valve, FQ, the effects of feedback on the input disturb- 
ance, E, are second order at best. Thus we consider the case E = 0. 

Remark 1. Suppose that SF is linear (and 5 = 0). For convenience 6e, 
and 6e, denote the perturbation 6e3 in the open loop and closed loop cases, re- 
spectively, also the notation F, = F + 6F is useful. From Eq. 4 it follows that 
se, = r] + 6FQu which, in conjunction with Eq. 6, results in (I + F)6e, = 
q + 6FQu = Se,. 

Assume now that I + F,GM has bounded inverse and define N, = 
(I + F,,GM)-I. Then, from the expression 6e, = N,6e, a generalization of a 
result due to Perkins and Cruz (3) is easily obtained. For Hilbert spaces clearly 

/I 6e, /I2 = (Nde,, Nde,) = I j 6e, /I2 - (6eo, (I - Na*Na)6eo) 

and consequently a sufficient condition for reduced (strictly reduced) sensitivity 
in the feedback case is that I - N,*N, be a positive (strictly positive) operator. 

Cruz and Perkins (1)) also (17), consider stationary multivariate systems. 
To obtain their result let the transformations in question act between finite 
Cartesian products of L2( - to, 00 ) equipped with the usual inner-product. Now 
if K, Q, L, and J and hence N, are stationary, bounded and linear, then, by 
Bochner’s LZ theorem [see (ll)], these transformations must be representable 
by multiplicative frequency response matrices. Moreover using Plancharel’s 
theorem [see (12)] it is easy to show that 

I - N,*N, 2 001 - fia*(w)i%(w) 2 0, allw E (-m, co) 

where 8, is the frequency matrix representation of N,. This condition is essen- 
tially the result of (3). 

In comparing the sufficiency condition developed above with the result of 

’ Appendix A considers the question of existence and uniqueness for Eqs. 6 and 7 and 
derives an explicit relationship for 6ea. 
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(3) it should be realized that the abstract condition is not restricted to the sta- 
tionary case. It also covers large classes of distributive, discrete and composite 
systems and moreover includes the output disturbance 11 in the analysis. 

Remark 2. In Remark 1, 6F is linear, however, the disturbances (7,6F) 
are not necessarily small. Consider now q and 6F small but 6F not necessarily 
linear. Then a first order approximation2 to Eqs. 6 and 7 is given by (E = 0) 

6e3 = (I - F&M) 11 + 6FQu) 18) 

lie1 = -(I - MFQ)M(7 + 6FQu}. 

In the next section consideration is given to the minimization of these expressions 
with respect to the compensator M. 

In view of Eqs. 4 and 8 it is apparent that the results of Remark 1 have a 
convenient first order approximation. Indeed, setting N = I - F&M it follows 
easily that the condition; I - N*N is positive (strictly positive) is sufficient to 
insure that the incremental (i.e., small disturbance) closed loop sensitivity is 
less (strictly less) than the incremental open loop sensitivity. From a design 
standpoint this incremental criterion has one big advantage over the earlier 
criterion in that N is independent of 6F and hence, an a priori quantity. 

Remark 3. Equations 8 and 9 treat the external disturbance 7 on an equal 
footing with the perturbation 6F in the system response function. It is possible 
to strengthen this tie even more if the disturbance problem is viewed in the 
following manner. Let the tuplet (el, e3) E B1 X Bz be taken as the relevant 
system response variables and let the tuplet (u, q) E B1 X B, be thought of as 
the total system input. Define the transformation (el, e3) = V(u, v) by the 
equations 

el = Iu+O.q 
(21,~) E & X B2 (10) 

e2 = Tu + O*q 

where T = FQ. Then, with the meaning of Eqs. 8 and 9, the deviation 6V in V 
may be written as the operator matrix 

-(I - MT)MJT -(I - MT)M 
6V = 

(I - TM)6T (I - TM) 1 
where ST = 6FQ. In other words, the disturbance t is thought of as being there 
all the time in a system with nominal response to these signals being multiplica- 
tion by zero. 

As a consequence of these observations it is also possible to measure the total 
disturbance 6V as a parameter variation problem. For example, if BI, B2 are 
the Hilbert spaces HI, Hz, and if SF is linear the sensitivity measures proposed 

* Appendix A considers sticient conditions for the validity of thii approximation. 
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in (6) can be used. Here it is necessary to compute the operator I + V*V on 
HI X Hz which is used to determine a normalized disturbance operator, namely 
SV(I + V*V)-1’2. In the present setting it is not difficult to show that 

-(I - MT)M6T(21+ T*T)-“2 -(I - MT)M 
SV(I + v*v)-1’2 = * (I - TM)6T(2I + T*T)-“2 (I - TM) 1 

In (6) it is shown that by using a suitable norm on this operator (the usual 
supremum, the HilbertSchmidt, or a partitioned Hilbeti-Schmidt results in a 
sensitivity measure with several desirable properties. The reader is referred to 
the reference cited for the physical reasoning underlying this choice of sensitivity 
measure. 

IV. A Sensitivity Minimization Problem 

The study of the interrelationships between feedback and parameter changes 
in pure gain amplifiers is the historical origin of contemporary system sensitivity 
analysis. One early result is that a feedback amplifier with a high forward loop 
gain is less affected by gain changes than an equivalent open loop amplifier 
[see (l)]. Th’ 1 is e ementary principle carries over to frequency dependent systems 
[see (Z)] and elsewhere and has attained the status of a “folk theorem” among 
system analysts. In this section we establish the validity of the principle in a 
function space setting. 

Consider now the incremental sensitivity problem of Remark 2. Specifically 
the equation 6e, = (I - TM)Se,, where T = FQ, which relates the open loop 
and closed loop disturbances. An apparent question is: How can M be chosen to 
make I - TM sd? (This is equivalent to maximizing the positiveness of the 
operator I - iV*N discussed in Remark 2.) We should also be interested in the 
form of G, which in the present notation must satisfy the defining equation 
G = &(I - MT)+. To make I - TM small it is evidently both necessary and 
sufficient to make TM approach the identity operator as closely as possible. 
To phrase this objective another way, M should be the transformation with 
largest domain such that I is an extension of TM, that is TMx = z, x E D (TM). 

Now suppose that (R(T) ), the closure of the range of T, is a proper closed 
subspace of Bz. If II and I denote the identities on (R(T) ) and B2, respectively, 
then I extends TM if and only if I1 extends TM. Hence, without loss of gener- 
ality, the assumption (R(T) ) = B2 can be made. 

Theorem I. Let T: B1 -+ B2 be a bounded one-to-one transformation with 
dense range. Then T-l exists as a closed densely defined linear transformation. 
Furthermore: (1) I extends TM for some linear M if and only if T-l extends M; 
(2) No transformation M exists such that; I extends TM and 1 - MT has a 
bounded inverse. 
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Proof: Let A4 be an operator with domain D(M) in Bz such that I extends 
TM. Then if y E D(M) we have y = T(My) so that y belongs to the range on 
T and hence D( T-l) > D(M) . Moreover, T-‘y = My and hence T-1 extends 
M. Conversely, if T-l extends M then T-lx = Mx for x E D(M) and hence 
T&lx = TT+x = x holds for x E D(M) which proves that I extends TM. In 
other words, T-l is the maximal transformation in the class satisfying 1. 

Next we show that if T-l extends M, then I - MT is not invertible. Indeed 
ify=X - MTx belongs to the range of I - MT, then TX necessarily belongs 
to D(M) C D(T-‘) hence MTx = T-‘TX = x. Therefore R(I - MT) = (01 
and I - MT is not invertible. 

While part of this theorem rules out the ideal case it is important to note, 
however, that if X # 0, 1, then M = XT-’ satisfies (a) TMy = Xy all y E R(T) ; 
(b) (I - MT)-’ = (1 - X)+1. IndeedifM = XT-lthenI - MT = (1 - x)1 
has a bounded inverse and if y = TX belongs to the range of T, TMy = TXT-ly = 
xy. Thus assuming that R(6T) C R(T) and choosing M = XT-1 then sen- 
sitivity reduction &a = (I - TM)6Tu = (1 - X)GTu may be achieved. Since 
6T is assumed to be bounded, the ratio (11 6e3 1///1 u 11) I I 1 - X 1 . II 6T 11 can 
therefore be reduced to any small but finite a prioti value by letting X -+ 1. 
This reduction in sensitivity is bought at the expense of increasing gain in the 
forward compensator: G = (I - MT)-’ = (1 - X)-V. 

Assume now that T satisfies the conditions of Theorem I with the exception 
that T is not one-to-one. The null space iV( T) of T is closed. Suppose that there 
exists3 a complementary closed subspace A such that B1 can be decomposed 
into the direct sum B1 = N(T) @ A. Then the projection P of B1 onto A is con- 
tinuous and TA, the restriction of T to A, is one-to-one with R ( TA) = R(T) . A 
densely defined pseudo inverse, 4 Tt, for T may be obtained by choosing Tf = 
TAmI. It has the properties: TfT = P and TT*y = y, y E R(T). 

If M: Bz -+ B1 is any linear operator, then x = TMx, z E D(M) if and only 
if x = TAPMx. Hence I extends TM if and only if I extends TAPM which (by 
Theorem I) happens if and only if Ti extends PM. If T+ extends PM, however, 
then the equality chain MTx = MTAPx = (I - P)MTAPx + PMT*Px = 
(I - P)MTAPx + Px holds, which shows that PMTx = Px. Thus if y = x - 
MTx is in the range of I - MT then Py = Px - PMTx = 0 and hence 
R(I - MT) C N(T) # B1. These observations lead to the following corollary. 

Corollary. The condition “that T be one-to-one” of Theorem I can be 
deleted provided that a closed direct sum complement exists for N(T) . Condition 
1 should then read: I extends TM for some linear transformation M if and only 
if TA-l extends PM. Condition 2 remains intact. 

*In Hilbert spacea A may be taken as the orthogonal complement of N(T). In Banach 
spaces, however, this assumption is not to be taken lightly. Refer to the discussion in (lo), 
Sec. 4.8, of this point. 

4 Obviously Tit changes with the choice of the subspace A. In Hilbert spaces by choosing 
A = N(T) one obtains a Tt which csrries every y ER(T) into its unique preimage of minimum 
norm. In some Banach spaces (for example rotund reflexive space) this latter property can be 
taken as the criterion for defining Tt [se.e (Q), Chap. 41. Such considerations, however, lead to 
a nonlinear pseudo inverse which conflicts with the linearity assumed in Section II. 
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The case where the compensator M is constrained to be of the form M = W 
leads to analogous results. For instance, with Hilbert spaces and T and J both 
onto, the choice L = XTfJt produces the results 

I-TLJ=I-APn 
L-LJT=I-APa 

where Pa, PA are the orthogonal projections on the subspaces; D = N(J) and 
A = (N(T) U T-‘[N(J)]}A, respectively. 

Example 1. To illustrate the results of Sections III and IV consider a 
linear dynamic plant satisfying the vectoral differential equation 

83(t) = A(t)ea(t) + B(t)u(t); e3(to) = 0, t E DO, tfl. 

Here e2 and e3 denote m and n tuples of functions respectively while the matrices 
A and B have compatible dimensions. The transformation e3 = Fez is perhaps 
better identified through the equation 

es(t) = (Fen) (t) = /t Wt, s)B(s)ez(s) ds, 
to 1 E [to, bl (11) 

where CP denotes the usual transition matrix for the system. If F acts between 
the Hilbert spaces H1 = [L2(h, t ) ]m and Hz = [L2 (to, t,) 1” (equipped with the 
usual norm) then F* is computed by the equation 

(F*y) (s) = /” B*(s)@*(t, s)y(t) dt, t E PO, t/1. 
* 

A reasonable question to ask is whether a time varying matrix M can be 
found, which when used in the feedback loop of Fig. 1, results in a reduction of 
incremental system sensitivity. Assuming for simplicity that & = I the function 
N of Remark 2 is given by 

(Nz) (t) = z(t) - /’ ip(t, s)B(s)M(s)z(s) ds, 
to 

t E [to, tfl. 

Consequently the operator I - N*N may be explicitly computed by the formula 

(z - N*Nz) (t) = 1” M*(t)B*(t)a*(@, t)z(P) dp 
t 

+ /’ ‘P(t, P)B(P)M(P)z(P) dP - /l’M*(t)B*(tj+*(s, t) 
to G 

x 1’ Ws, P)B(P)M(P)z(P) dP ds. 
to 
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In order for M to have the desired properties this integral operator must be 
positive definite. The feasibility of using thii criteria is examined in detail in (20). 

If the matrices A, B and M are all stationary and if the Hilbert spaces are 
finite products of L,( - 30, ~0) then the sufficiency condition simplifies to the 
requirement that the matrix 

M*B*+*(w) + @(w)BN + M*B*cP*(w) @(u)BM, u E (-m, m> 

be positive definite at all frequencies. [Here @(w) = (jo1 - A)-‘.] In (16) 
the use of this criteria as a design tool is considered. 

Example 2. This example deals also with the linear plant of Example 1. 
Without loss of generality, assume that n > m and that the columns of B(t) 
are linearly independent vectors in En for (almost) all t E [to, tf]. Then a matrix 
Bt exists such that B+(t) B (t) , t E [to, t/l, is the identity on Em and B(t) B+( 2) , 
t E [t,,, t,], is the orthogonal projection, P,, on the instantaneous range space 
(column space) of B(t) in En. The transformation F defined in Eq. 11 is one-to- 
one and has dense range. Its inverse may be computed by the rule 

(F-W (0 = Bt(GC&(t) - A(th(t)l; t E 7,e3 E R(F). (12) 

If L = xF-‘, 0 < X < 1, it may be verified directly that e2 = Gel = (1 - X)-lel 
and hence the system equations take the form, 

e,(t) = II - XJ-h(t) - X(1 - A>-‘Bt(t)[&(t) - A(th(t)l, t E 7 
t%(t) = [-4(t) + L4(t)le~(t) + B(i)ez(t), t E 7. 

Eliminating e2 from this set produces the result 

[I + x(1 - ~)-l~~)d~(t) = [(I + x(1 - X)-lPt)A(t) + SA(t)h(t) 
+ (1 - A)-‘B(t)u(t), t E 7. 

Multiplying through by (1 - A) and letting St = I - Pt denote the instantane- 
ous projection on the orthogonal complement of the column space of B(t) in En 
this expression becomes 

[I - Xs&(t) = [I - XSt]A(t)e3(t) + (1 - x>6A(t)edt) -I- B(t)u(t) t C 7. 

Using the fact that S,B(t) = 0, it easily follows that 

ti3(t) = s(t>ea(t) + B(t)u(t) + (1 - X)CI - ~Stl-‘~A(t)e3(t), t E 7 (13) 

describes the behavior of the compensated system. 
In the case where m = n and B(t) is nonsingular for all t E [to, tf] (and hence 

Ss = 0) Eq. 13 clearly shows that the nominal system function is preserved 
and that the perturbation is reduced by the factor 1 - X. In the more general 
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case the identity (1 - X) [I - xSJ-1 = St + (1 - X)Pt when used in Eq. 
13 shows that the portion of 6A (t) in the column space of B(t) is reduced by the 
(1 - X) factor whiie the orthogonal part of this disturbance remains unaffected. 
Since the feedback signal must pass through the matrix B before reaching the 
point of disturbance this latter result is intuitive. 

IV. A Second Minimiaation Problem (l&19) 

An important aspect of the sensitivity minimization problem posed in Section 
II is that the ideal feedback function M may well be an unbounded operator. 
This is the case in Example 2 as test&d to by the presence of the derivative in 
Eq. 12. Thus, it is entirely feasible that in keeping 6e3 small the spurious signals 
6e1 and 6ez may be quite large in both a Hilbert space and a point wise sense. 
From an engineering standpoint this can be a serious defect. 

In the system of Fig. 1 the variable e2 represents the actual plant input. Con- 
sequently, the actual fuel, energy, etc. expended by the system is likely to be 
related to this variable. Continuing the assumption 5 = 0, it is easily shown that 
6e2 = -GMGea = -Q&Mae, describes the disturbance in ez. Thus it is natural to 
attempt to minimize some appropriate combination of the errors; 6e3 = 
(I - TM) 6e, and 6ez = - QM6eo. Since these two errors are in different function 
spaces, algebraic combinations are not appropriate. Norm combinations, however, 
such as II 6e3 II2 + II 6e2 II2 may obviously be considered. 

We now restrict attention to the case Q = I and Hilbert spaces and consider 
the function B (se,) = I [ R (I - TM) 6e, 11” + I I KMGe, / I2 on 6e, where R is a 
bounded invertible operator on Hz and K is a bounded invertible transformation 
from HI onto Hz. A simple computation shows that e (se,) = (6eo, W(M) se,) 
holds where W(M) is the positive self-adjoint operator on Hz defined by 
W(M) = (I - M*T*)R*R(I - TM) + M*K*KM. Furthermore, to a first 
order approximation in 6M, it may be shown that 

W(M + 6M) - W(M) = aM*([T*R*RT + K*K]M - T*R*R) + { )*6M. 

where the coefficient preceding 6M is the adjoint of the coefficient succeeding 
6M*. Hence if a transformation M, exists which minimizes a(6e,) independent 
of 6e, it must of necessity satisfy 

[T*R*RT + K*K]M, = T*R*R. 

Since K is by assumption invertible it follows that 

M, = (K*K)-‘[I + T*R*RT(K*K)-‘I-‘T*R*R (14) 

defines the optimal choice of the feedback compensator. 
This optimization does not a priori include a physical realizability constraint. 

In Example 4 we return to consider this problem in a concrete setting. It is 
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fruitful however, to complete the present development first. To do so the follow- 
ing equalities will be helpful. 

(i) I - (K*K\-‘[I + T*R*RT(K*K)-I]-‘T*R*RT 
= [I + (K*K)-‘T*R*RT]-‘. 

(ii) I - T(K*K)-‘[I + T*R*RT(K*K)-l]-lT*R*R 
= [I + T(K*K)-‘T*R*R]-1. 

(iii) [I + R*RT(K*K)-‘T*]-‘R*R = R*R[I + T(K*K)+T*R*R]-l. 

(iv) [I + (K*K)-lT*R*RT]-l(K*K)-lT*R*R 
= (K*K) -‘T*R*R[I + T (K*K) -‘T*R*R]-‘. 

The inverses of the form (I + A)-’ in these equalities exist because the operator 
A is self-adjoint and positive definite. Each of these equalities may be verified 
directly by clearing fractions (as suggested in the proof of Lemma 1). 

Now that the form of M, is known the companion compensator G, is defined 
by the formula 

Go-l = I - M,T = I - (K*K)-‘[I + T*R*RT(K*K)-‘]-‘T*R*RT. 

Thus as a consequence of equality (i) it follows that 

Go = I + (K*K)-‘T*R*RT. (15) 

The form of W(J1,) is also of interest. Equality (ii) is an intermediate form of 
the identity I - TM, = [I + T(K*K)+T*R*R]-1. Using the fact that 
(I - TM,)* = [I + R*RT(K*K)-‘T*-J-’ and identify (iii) it follows that 

(I - TM,) *R*R (I - TM,) = R*R[I + T(K*K)-‘T*R*R]-2. (16) 

Using equality (iv) it can likewise be shown that 

M,*K*KM, = R*RT(K”K)-‘T*R*R[I + T(K*K)-‘T*R*R>z. (17) 

Thus adding Eqs. 16 and 17 the operator W(M,,) may be identified as 

W(M,) = R*R[I + T(K*K)-‘T*R*R]-‘. (18) 

Remark 4. It is helpful to examine a special case of these results. In par- 
ticular the case where R = ICI and K is of the form K = (I - R) V where 
0 < k < 1 and V is an unitary operator from HI onto Hz. Then K*K = 
(1 - k)zI and R*R = k21. Consequently the optimal form of M, becomes 

M, = k2/(1 - k)2(I + [k2/(1 - k)2]T*T)-‘T*, (19) 
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the companion compensator GO takes the form 

Go = I + D”/(l - k)a-JT*T 

and the operator W(M,) becomes W(M,) = k2(I + @*/(I - ~)~]TT*}-I. 

If the transformation M, is written in the equivalent form 

M, = T*([(l - k)2/k2]I + TT*J-’ 

the limiting case as k + 0, namely M, = 0, is also apparent from the equivalent 
limit e( &,) -+ 11 Mae,, II*. 

Example 3. In this example the solution of the latter sensitivity problem 
is shown to have implications which are not immediately evident from the 
abstract form. To do this in a fairly simple setting the system of Example 1 is 
considered. With the assumptions: B(t) = I, t E [to, tt] and HI = Hz = 
[L( to, t,) 3” transformation es = Tez is defined by Eq. 11. The operators R and 
K are taken as kI and (1 - k)I, respectively. Thus, Eqs. 19 and 20 designate 
the compensators of interest. 

To synthesize M, or GO we must first determine T*. In the present case it is 
easily shown that T* is defined by 

(T*x) (t) = /I” @*(t,, s)r(s) ds t E CC lr] (21) 

which may be also written as 

(T*z) (t) = @(t, to) 1” *(to, s)z(s) ds - @(t, to) /’ @(to, 8)x(s) ds 
10 to 

t E lx? bl (22) 
where *(t, s) = 9* (8, t) . From Eq. 21 it is clear that T* is a pure predictor and 
hence in the general context of this example completely nonrealisable. Equations 
19 and 29 show that this nonrealizability is passed along to the compensators 
G,, and M,. Thus, although the construction of GO, M, and W(M,) is straight- 
forward, its principal value is as a benchmark for comparison with’ realizable 
compensators. 

Remark 5. Equation 22 shows that if the quantity 

to = /I’ Hto, s)z(s) ds 
to 

could be computed then T* could be realized by the system 

i(t) = --A*(t)z(t) - z(t); z(to) = 50, t E &t/l 

where 9 is the transition matrix of this latter system and z * T*x. Note also 
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that since ea = 4 -I- Se3 and Ba = T u, it is only the variation 6e3 that must be 
predicted. In specific cases where IZ is fixed and sufhcient a priori information 
about this disturbance exists it follows that the predictive nature of T* and 
(and hence M,, GO) can be (perhaps approximately) realized. 

A classic case in point is that of the ballistic missile guidance system. In this 
case the elements x, u denote deviations from nominal trajectory and nominal 
thrust profile respectively. The times to, tf represent the beginning of free fall 
and target impact. The system disturbance arises from spurious atmospheric 
effects prior to to and takes the form Se,(t) = @(t, to) 69, t E [to, tf] during the 
true period of interest. For signals of this form Eq. 21 can obviously be realized 
by sampling 2 at time to and precomputing the matrix 

Example 4. In this example all operators are assumed to be defined on L2. 
For convenience set A = T*R*RT + K*K and B = T*R*R. The frequency 
response of A and B is denoted by A^ and &, respectively. Using Plancherel’s 
theorem and picking up the analysis just prior to Eq. 14 it follows that, in t,he 
present example, 

@eo, (M + GM)&) - @e., M6eo) 

= 2 Irn M*(w) [A(w)~(w~ - A(u)] / Se,(w) I2 da. 
-02 

At this point it is possible to impose a realizability constraint on M. The 
procedure is exactly the same as the well known Weiner-Hopf technique for 
determining optimal filters [see (13)]. If M is to be nonanticipatory and 6M 
also of this class, t,hen 8M* is analytic in the lower half plane and &l is analytic 
in the upper half plane. From the definition of A^ it follows that this function 
is symmetric about the real axis. A factorization A^ (z) = a(z) d(x) of A^ is as- 
sumed to exist and the previous equality reorganized in the form 

/ 
OD &V*(w)8e,(w)d(w) a(w)8ee,(w)ii2 .(w) - 

B(4~&) 
--m 6(W) I 

dw = 0 

and hence if M is chosen to be 

M(W) = [a(w)le,(w)]+[B(u ~)k?(~)/~(~)]u.h.p. 

then the above integrand is analytic in the lower half plane and hence by a 
theorem of Cauchy, the integral is zero. 

As a specific example consider the case where K(w) = k, R(w) = (1 - k2) Ii2 
for 0 5 k 5 1 and T(W) = l/( 1 + ju) Then a simple computation reveals that, 

a( = (1 +$w)/(l +jw) * (1 -jkw)/(l -jcd) 
B(w) = (1 - P)/(l -jkw) 
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and consequently the optimal feedback compensator takes the form 

M,(U) = [Cl +ja)/(l +jkw)k4w)lC(1 - Wh(w)/(l - jk~)]~.h.~. 

h’otice that the realizable solution depends on ST while the earlier solution did 
not. 

Conclusions 

In this paper the problem of reducing system sensitivity by means of feed- 
back is considered. A function space formulation is used as the vehicle for the 
analysis. The principal results of the investigation are the following. 

In Section III a perturbation analysis is used to establish the system first 
order sensitivity equations (see Eqs. 6 and 7). It is assumed that the compen- 
sators and the nominal plant characteristic are linear while the plant perturba- 
tion must be additive but not necessarily linear. Remark 1 indicates how the 
sufficiency condition for sensitivity reduction established by Cruz and Perkins 
(3) is a concrete manifestation of a simple abstract inequality which itself 
applies to many nonstationary, distributive, discrete or composite systems. 
Remark 2 shows that these results hold also for small nonlinear plant disturb- 
ances. Section IV then proceeds to the minimization of the abstract sensitivity 
operator. Theorem I and related remarks establish a fundamental limitation to 
sensitivity reduction. 

In Section V a second sensitivity minimization problem is formulated. The 
problem is first solved in abstract and the solution illustrated in Example 3. A 
physical realizability constraint is then imposed on the problem and the solu- 
tion obtained once more by methodology similar to the Weiner-Hopf technique. 

Appendix A. 

We denote H as a Hilbert space while f: H + H is a continuous function on 
H. With Eqs. 1 through 7 as motivation, we consider the functional equation 

AZ = f(z) + y (A-1) 

where X is a scalar and y, z E H. 
The Lipschitx norm of the function f is the number (+ ~0 being allowed) 

llfll = sup {IIf -f(Q) II/II 21 - 22 II] 

where the sup is taken over all pairs of distinct points in H. When f is linear the 
Lips&&z norm agrees with the usual norm for linear operators. When jrepresents 
a time and frequency invariant amplifier ( 1 f I / is the supremum of all incremental 
amplification gains. The function f is said to be Lipschitzian whenever I j f I I < CQ . 

The numerical range, TJ ( f) , of f is the set of scalars 

11(f) = i (fh> -f(a), 21 - zz>/ll 21 - 22 112: 21 # 221. 
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For any scalar X the symbol d( X, f) d enotes the distance from x to 4 ( f) , that is, 
d(x,f) = inf (I X - n I : net ( f) 1. The major result of this Appendix is the 
theorem. 

Theorem II. For any X such that d( X, f) > 0 Eq. A-l has a unique solu- 
tion z for every y E H. Moreover, the function (XI - f)-l is Lipschitzian 
with II W -f)-‘11 I l/d&f). 

This theorem in a somewhat more general form is due to Zarantonello (14) 
who also discussed the computation of the inverse in question. The continuity 
assumption on f can be loosened somewhat and related results are also known 
for Banach spaces. This particular statement of Zarantonello’s theorem, how- 
ever, is sufficient for the present objectives. From the elementary inequality 

I (f(Q) - fh>, 21 - x2) I 2 Ilfh) -f(z2) II * II 21 - 22 II 

and the definitions of v( f) and I / f I I it follows easily that if Ij f 11 < 1 then 
q(f) lies strictly inside the unit circle of the scalar plane. Hence, j [ f /I < 1 
implies d(1, &f) > 1 - /If II > 0 and consequently (I f f) has a bounded 
inverse satisfying II (I f f)-’ /I 5 l/(1 - 11 f II). Thus the condition I/f II < 1 
noted after Lemma 1 in Section 2 is more severe than the condition imposed by 
Zarantonello’s theorem. 

In Remark 2 of Section 3 the approximation 7 + 6F(Qu - GMGe3) ‘v 7 + 
6FQu is used to advantage. Suppose that 6F is Lipschitz and that II 6F II and 
11 GMGe3 I I are both comparable with I I 71 II w lc is small. The approximation h’ h 
error then satisfies 11 6F (Qu - GMGed - 6FQu I I 5 I I 6F I I . II GMGe3 j I which 
shows it to be a second order effect. 

To illustrate the use of Zarantonello’s theorem consider Eq. 6 (with .$ E 0). 
For convenience define the variable; z = Qu - GMGe3, in which case Eq. 6 may 
be rewritten 

6e3= (I-FQM)(q++Fz]. (A-2) 

Using this expression, in the definition of z, results in 

z = Qu - GMGe3 
= Qu - GM(I - F&M) (7 + SFz) 
= Q(u - MV) - QMGFz 

where part (1) of Lemma 1 was used. Now, using Zarantonello’s theorem we 
conclude that if d( 1, -QM6f) > 0 then this last equation has a unique solution 
for every u and .z which may be written in the form 

z = (I + QMGF)-‘Q(u - Mq) 

where II (I + QM6F)-1 II 5 l/d(l - QM6F). It then follows from Eq. A-2 that 
for every u and z which may be written in the form 
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where II(1 + &MU’)-’ 11 5 l/d(l - QMW). It then follows from Eq. A-2 that 

6e3 = (1 - F&M) (7 + W(1+ QMW)-‘&(u - Ms) ) (A-3) 

is a valid explicit relationship for Sea. From Eq. A-3 it is clear that if 6F is Lip- 
s&its then 6e3 is bounded. Indeed for the cme 7 = 0 it follows that 

II &a II/l1 u II 5 II U - F&M) II - II w II . II Q Il/dO, -QMW. 
Since &a represents the net effects of the nonlinearity, the righthand side of this 
inequality can serve as a conservative linear equivalent gain to the system non- 
linearity. In an earlier article Zames (15), who did not have the advantage of 
Zarantonello’s theorem, established a somewhat weaker result in a more concrete 
setting. 
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